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We’re late! Sorry a busy Christmas and New
Year sets us back, but hopefully you still
enjoy your read.
This spring and early summer we have been
inundated with stray kittens, mainly dropped
off by council workers. Our hard working
nurses are to be congratulated on their
dedication to hand rearing them and finding
homes, no easy task. Read all about it in
India’s article Spring Babies.
Belinda says goodbye to her old faithful
horse Brally. She writes about this sad time
in Brally and Tessa.
Hendrika teaches you how to manipulate
your dog and cats brains using pheromones.
Don’t worry that is for good and not evil!
Vomiting dogs and cats can be quite a
challenge to diagnose. In this Howler we
look at the approach to such cases and

highlight the difficulties involved.
I wrap it all up with the usual unusual Media
Snippets.
We would like to wish all our readers and
their pets a wonderful and healthy 2011!

Approach to Vomiting
News Column
•

A BIG Hello to
our newest
staff member,
Kate who is a
fully qualified
nurse .

•

Our Sympathy
to Belinda on
the loss of her
horse Brally.

By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)
The best approach is obviously to avoid it, but at this time of year
we are too often presented with vomiting cats and dogs (not so many
pumpkins though).
The best way to treat a vomiting dog or cat is by no means obvious
as they can acutely vomit for many reasons.
When a vet is presented with a vomiting patient they take into
account its history and clinical status to decide upon their initial
approach. By far the most common cause of vomiting is ingestion of
something that does not agree with the animal.
If history and clinical examination are non-specific and the animal is not seriously ill then
we will treat the patient symptomatically (treat the symptoms). This simple approach is often
all that is required, but if it is not effective then we will begin an investigation.
Investigations into vomiting can be quite expensive and open-ended. It is clear why we do
not do this routinely unless really justified.
The flow chart over shows the complexity of investigating an acute vomiter.
As vets we use our best judgment to short cut an investigation and choose the tests we feel
will result in a diagnosis soonest, but sometimes many tests are required, and many can be
negative. For this reason it is often difficult to give a client an estimate of total costs
involved in an investigation, but we can give running updates. Until we know what is wrong
we cannot tell you what the appropriate treatment will be.
We understand that it can be very frustrating for clients when an investigation proceeds
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with no immediate visible results other than mounting charges. Patience and understanding are required. The vet’s goal is always
to reach a timely diagnosis, avoid unnecessary charges and commence specific treatment as soon as possible.
Re-printed from Ettinger et al 5th Edition, Veterinary Internal Medicine

Spring Babies
By India Brooker (Senior Nurse)
Each Spring we take in numerous stray kittens for Manly
Council in an effort to help reduce the number of feral
cats in the local area.
It’s a shame to think that in this day & age, and in an area
that most would think is relatively affluent, we still have a
problem with feral cats – but we do.
Stray or feral cats often lead a life of fear & more often
than not die at a young age from injuries sustained in
fights, by being hit by cars, from disease or sadly from tick
paralysis.
Undoubtedly the biggest factor in the feral cat issue is
people not getting their cats desexed.
Getting your cats desexed can reduce the incidence of
inappropriate urination, of straying, of several cancers, of
uterine infections and of course, of unwanted litters of
kittens.
If you would like more information on the advantages
and cost of getting your cat desexed please speak to our

receptionists.
And if you are thinking of offering a loving home to a
rescued kitten please contact the Animal Welfare League
in Ingleside, on 02-9913 8731

Brally and Tessa!
By Belinda Yardley (Receptionist)
Brally, a horse that we cared for deeply, was recently put to
sleep. He was in his mid thirties and we knew he wouldn’t last
forever. He had dislocated his knee and the vet dosed him with
pain relief and injections to help stabilise the leg but after two
days of treatment Brally stopped drinking and eating and we
thought it best to let him go.
I rang the vet on a Sunday afternoon and informed him that
Brally had decided he had had enough and it was cruel to let
him suffer any more. He was euthanased peacefully in our
paddock under a shady tree where he loved to graze. His body
lay in the shade there until the man came to collect him and take
him away for burial. He was a sweet-tempered old gentleman
and I miss hugging his big neck and the sound of his snicker at
feed time, but I am consoled in the knowledge that he lived a
truly happy life.
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Tyson Entertains!
Each week Hendrika takes Tyson, her dog, to visit the residents of Allambie Retirement Village. He brings them great pleasure.

Scratch my ears!

Tyson says hello and does his rounds

Now what have you got for me?
My husband and I had earlier discussed the impact Brally’s
death would have on our twenty- nine year old pony Tessa as
she was quite besotted with him and followed him
everywhere, whinnying in anxiety if she lost sight of him.

too much for Tess to bear so Narnia came to reside with us.
Tessa was elated to see her and followed her around closely as
she had Brally. They looked an odd pair – my little fat, scruffy
pony and the glossy, elegant Arab.

Tessa observed from her stable as Brally was put to sleep and
saw him lying in the paddock as though he was sleeping. I
kept her locked in her stable at this time as I was not sure
how she would react. She seemed to be coping well until the
truck carrying Brally drove away, she then started whinnying
incessantly. I let her out of her yard and she frantically
searched the paddock, cantering up and down the fence line,
head held high screaming for her mate. Her distress
continued through the night and into the next day and there
seemed to be no way to soothe her.

All was well until the first feed time. Tessa has always been a
piggy and would often pinch some of Brally’s food whilst he
was eating so she tried the same thing with Narnia who laid
back her ears and let her know in no uncertain terms that this
was not on. As the days went on the young, spirited Narnia
would herd Tessa around the paddock trying to entice her to
play. The old girl cantered more in those days than she had in
a long time. Her idea of a good day was to lay stretched out
on the warm grass, sunning her old stiff body.

Tessa often had conversations with Narnia, a tall, sleek Arab
mare who lived in a paddock across the creek. I spoke to her
owner Christine, regarding her staying over for a while and
she informed me that she had arranged for Narnia to board
down the road for ten days as she was leaving the following
evening to go on holidays. We both agreed that this would be

By the time Narnia went home I think Tessa was relieved to be
by herself. She no longer looks for Brally and if Narnia calls
out to her from across the way Tessa just answers with an
obligatory whinny. Now the old girl wanders around at her
own leisurely pace and will even have a bit of a kip whenever
she feels like it.
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Feeding the oldies
(Eukanuba Sponsored Article)
As pets age, their nutritional needs change.
By age 7 your pet is roughly equivalent to a person in their
50's. They may not show any outward signs of ageing and in
all likelihood are still their usual active, happy self. But as
your pet ages their vital systems change too, one typical
change is with their immune system. This natural part of the
ageing process can increase pet's risk of disease or infection.
This is a time in life when the internal changes need consistent support.
Transitioning to a specially designed senior food before you
start to see the outward signs of ageing is a proactive way of
maintaining your pet's quality of life and vitality for many
years to come. Eukanuba Senior diets are formulated with:
⇒
Powerful antioxidants; you might not notice it but
your pet is changing on the inside, the powerful antioxidants promote daily renewal of their immune system.
⇒
Targeted fat levels and L-Carnitine; as your pet ages
their activity levels decrease slightly, Eukanuba Senior diets have tailored energy levels to maintain an
appropriate weight.
⇒
High quality animal protein; why would you want to
compromise on quality especially considering it maintains lean muscle, vital organs and immune function.
⇒
Easy to chew kibble & tartar control; features a crumbly kibble for those pets missing teeth, also features a
micro cleansing crystal to reduce tartar buildup.
So don't wait to see the external changes when you can already be looking after the internal ones with Eukanuba now.

Questions and Answers
By Dr Hendrika Tegelaar (Practice Partner)
Pheromones
Q’s:
Q’s What are pheromones and how can I use them?
A:
Pheromones are chemicals released by us all, cats, dogs
humans… They are not consciously odiferous (ie smelly) but
do cause a response in the brain, ie in response to an
unconscious smelling process. The response can be one of
excitement or relaxation.
DAP (Dog Appeasement Pheromone) and Feliway™ are

synthetic pheromones that trigger relaxation. DAP imitates the
pheromone released by the bitch when feeding her pups and
does not cause any response in cats. Feliway is a synthetic copy
of feline facial pheromones naturally used to mark their
environment as familiar and safe. Similarly dogs will not react
to this.
DAP and Feliway are both available in spray and room diffuser
forms and are used to reduce anxiety in your pets. For those
animals with extreme behavioural problems it will not be 100%
effective alone but is a safe adjunct to behavioural therapy.
Christmas and summertime are periods for noisy revellers,
fireworks and thunderstorms! So these pheromones can be used
to help reduce anxiety at these times.
Cats who become very comfortable in their homes become very
upset when moved to a new
house or even to boarding
accommodation. We use
diffusers throughout our
hospital to try and keep our
boarders happy and contented.
When you are unable to use
diffusers, because of open
windows or an open plan
living design, the DAP and
Feliway sprays can be used in
bedding, on furniture and
collars.

Media Snippets
By Dr Rob Miller (Practice Partner)
Woman defends dog with Zucchini….
In the US, a 90-kilogram black bear attacked a woman's dogs on
the back porch of her home.
She was bitten by the bear on her leg as she tried to separate the
fighting opponents. In a desperate bid she grabbed the nearest
object to hand, which happened to be a large zucchini and deftly
aimed it at the bear, whereupon he scuttled off. (This proves that
just like my son in law, bears do not like zucchini.)
How to treat a nurse with fleas
Auckland NZ. In a flea ridden hospital nurses are being forced
to their own measures to prevent those little ankle biters! They
are wearing flea collars about their ankles.
How safe this is no one knows. Authorities have suggested a
safer electronic collar which omits sounds fleas do not like. (Ed:
Unless that is the flea equivalent of Barry Manilow music I
cannot see them working!).
Fears that fumigation may affect maternity patients or their
babies prevents the hospital from a more vigorous form of pest
control.
Talking about maternity..
A German Ridge Back dog gave birth to 17 pups in late
September! All survived but there were not enough nipples to
go around. The owner took on the task of feeding them by hand
5 times daily with formula milk. By the time she feeds the last
one the next round of feeding is due!
This Howler is Proudly sponsored by Eukanuba

